
Lab 2 Objectives

(1) Determine what the circuit is:  find all the 
cells that belong in the circuit.

(1) Prove how they are connected.

(1) Determine how the circuit functions:  find 
out how the circuit functions by determining 
the nature of the cells.



Neurons

that show

a similar

rhythmic

pattern as 

the motor

neurons

are good

candidates.
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Swimmy

So a 1 msec delay may not 

absolutely ensure a 

monosynaptic connection.

Correlation is not 

causation.



Swimmy

To establish a monosynaptic

connection, you should:

1) Show a 1 msec delay between

the peak of an AP and start of a PSP.

2)Show effects of presynaptic manipulation and

postsynaptic results.
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Swimmy Theories

Quiz













B should be firing 

and should also 

prevent A from 

firing, though only  

for a little while.













i.e.  that A and B 

are endogenously 

bursting cells



Swimmy

Neurons in my swimming circuit

can come in 3 flavors: tonically active

(endogenously tonic), endogenous bursters,

and cells that have NO endogenous 

properties (but are driven by other cells). 



Assignment  (15.1.2016)

(1) Determine what the circuit is:  find all the 
cells that belong in the circuit.

(1) Prove how they are connected.

(1) Determine how the circuit functions:  find 
out how the circuit functions by determining 
the nature of the cells.



Assignment  (15.1.2016)

(1) Paper containing findings and evidence 
(graphs, stimulation parametres and 
observations etc.) + conclusion 

(1) Submit via email: 
stastny.Borek<at>gmail.com


